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“…..I am very happy to take the course from IFBI and by this course now my career
has been fully changed and I am very proud to be a banker. Thanks a lot to IFBI in
making me a perfect banker and all the credit goes to NIIT IFBI…..”
Sunil Kumar SN-PGDBO
Deputy Branch Manager
ING Vysya Bank
IFBI Bangalore

Sara Creado-PGDBO
Senior Officer-ICICI Bank
IFBI Mumbai

“…Finacle at IFBI was the best gift to start up with. On day one in ICICI though I did
not have an ID I worked confidently on Finacle with my counterpart at the branch
which took her to surprise on how I picked it up so well. The Faculty members were
absolutely brilliant and helpful.
IFBI was a turning point in my Life. It has been a corner stone that I can Stand on. All
the Best to All the IFBIans...”

“…….Whatever we do at our work place it all reflects our learning’s at IFBI. I
completed 1.5 years at ICICI as officer then got an opportunity to upgrade myself to
AM position.
IFBI has given me the initial start to my career into Banking / Finance industry. The
knowledge and the soft skills which are taught at IFBI are the once which are really
useful for our career growth….”
Darshan Shah-PGDBO
Assistant Manager-ICICI Bank
IFBI Mumbai

Rohan Peter Pereira-PGDFPRM
Financial Analyst- Northern Trust
IFBI Bangalore

“…………My experience involves in rendering portfolio management services to our
big clients all over the world.
The knowledge I gained during my course with IFBI was a great help in
understanding job requirements. This course played a vital role and had lots of
weightage when I joined the Bank. Professional skills, financial products,
communication, team management etc., were implemented during my training at the
bank. I want to thank all the faculty members & IFBI in whole for encouraging me from
the beginning….”

“………..I was from the first batch of Delhi center; initially my parents were reluctant to
invest for this course but due to my interest they allowed. The knowledge which IFBI
has given to us is really helpful in our day to day banking field. I have completed AMFI,
IRDA certifications with ease and I am the youngest Wealth Manager in Standard
Chartered Bank .
IFBI is a very good platform to enter the corporate world….”
Varun Wason-PGDBO
Manager- Standard Chartered Bank
IFBI Delhi

“……………..IFBI has groomed me very well; it has provided me the complete
banking knowledge whatever is my position today at ICICI bank is just because
of IFBI who has done my grooming according to the BFSI industry.
Neha Jogi-PGDBO
Senior Officer-ICICI Bank
IFBI Nagpur

Thank you IFBI…”
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Bhairav Dutt Pandey-PGDBO
Senior Officer-Yes Bank
IFBI Lucknow

“…..Before joining IFBI, I was preparing for bank PO exams along with 5 friends. As
on date, they are still preparing, and I am a banker .I really appreciate and express
my gratitude that, today whatever I have achieved in my life is somewhere because of
the credentials which I have been ingrained from IFBI.
It's been a great milestone of my life. I thank you all from the inner core of my heart
for making my career a successful one and encourage you to continue your support
to society in leading a bright future….”

“….IFBI is a place where I got transformed to adapt myself into the corporate world. I
had been placed much before my completion of my course which was truly
appreciable. IFBI gave us a platform to enter the Banking sector with immense
confidence and knowledge. Role plays particularly played in marketing classes were
really helpful in communicating with the business.
T Vijay Reddy-PGDBO
Assistant Manager- Kotak Wealth
Management
IFBI Hyderabad

IFBI is the place where one can fulfill their goals with ease specially in raising the
standards of their professional and personal life…..”

“……Things have totally changed the way IFBI groomed me, now I must say that IFBI
is one of the prestigious study center for making true bankers. Being a banker, I am
very thankful to IFBI for paving my path to the banking industry. All the activities done
during the course at IFBI were very helpful & excellent, those activities really helped
in our daily professional life…..”
Vishal Srivastava-PGDBFS
Assistant Manager- HDFC Bank
IFBI Lucknow

Pinky Bhandari-PGDBO
Deputy Manager- Kotak Mahindra Bank
IFBI Chandigarh

“….IFBI is a very good platform to kick start the banking career within a short period
of time, Thanks to IFBI that we got our Job during the recession period also, as that
time people were losing their jobs and we were getting on to the jobs.
Every moment at IFBI was memorable we can’t even forget any of the days spent at
IFBI.
Thanks to IFBI and the entire staff for giving us such a wonderful career….”

“…..I was a science graduate with MBA finance and was searching financial related
jobs. My search came to an end with IFBI. After working at ICICI bank, I got this
offer from Envestnet which is a US based company having their s/w center at
Trivandrum. The banking & Insurance domain knowledge and the soft skills which
were acquired during the course helped me in getting into this company.
IFBI had satisfied the needs of its students in all respects. Thanks!!!....”
M Santosh-PGDBO
QA Engineer –Envestnet
IFBI Chennai

“……the training which I had in IFBI made me very confident to work in banks. I
gained lot of knowledge from IFBI: When I was attending the Kotak Bank interview,
interviewer did not even ask me a single question after seeing my banking certificate
from IFBI. I guess that is the confidence “IFBI has earned”
IFBI showed me the path to succeed in my life……”
M Shravan Kumar-PGDBO
Branch Operations ManagerKotak Mahindra Bank
IFBI Hyderabad
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Savina Fernandes-PGDBFS
Phone Banking Officer-ICICI Bank
IFBI Mumbai

“…Excellent Foundation for the graduates, IFBI has experienced faculty members
who share their experience with the students. IFBI converts normal student into a
professional. It is an institute which provides a best way to enter into a bank. It gives
the real and useful knowledge about banks and its functions which is required in this
industry…”

“…IFBI acts as a ladder to place us in front of the corporate world where you can
come up in flying colors and do wonders
Thank you IFBI…..…”
Rashmi Gupta-PGDBO
Officer –ICICI Bank
IFBI Bangalore

“….Whatever I am today is because of IFBI. For me IFBI is My best teacher, My best
friend and My best Mentor.
Proud to be an IFBIian…”
Sushil Prajapati-PGDBO
Officer –ICICI Bank
IFBI Mumbai

Raghwendra Ojha –PGDBO
Officer-ICICI Bank
IFBI Pune

Meenal Jain-PGDBO
Officer-ICICI Bank
IFBI Bhopal

Sneha Shukla-PGDBO
Officer-ICICI Bank
IFBI Bhubneshwar

“...I suggest all the aspirants of Banking to join IFBI because with the help of expert
faculties, the world class courseware and the platform given by IFBI one can climb the
ladder of success in banking sector as our seniors are doing.
At last my Heartiest Thanks to IFBI and all the members associated with this for
giving me such a wonderful start...”

“...IFBI is an institute for brightening the future of the students. From here, we get the
basic knowledge of banking which helps us to work in any bank. I am really impressed
with all faculty members of IFBI. Special thanks to them. They taught us well & told us
how to start our career and always motivated & provided us with current scenario of
banking & customer behavior.
Finally I can say, I am very glad & happy to be called IFBIian.....”

“...IFBI has given me an opportunity to start my career with one of the largest &
reputed banks of private sector. Therefore, I find myself lucky to be associated with
IFBI. Besides this, the environment that IFBI provides is a plus point in learning
process. I want to thank all faculty members for their support, which has helped me a
lot
during
this
course.
Each & every staff member I have come across has left an impact. Miss you IFBI...”
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“.....IFBI is one of the best banking & financial institution of India for imparting banking
& financial knowledge to the students.
I was a graduate and have completed PGDBFS program from IFBI and now I am
working with India’s first private sector bank.
Many of us just dream for this....”
Ankur Upadhaya- PGDBFS
Phone Banking Officer- ICICI Bank
IFBI Lucknow
“...IFBI had given me right platform for my career in banking industry, with in-depth
knowledge of banking through their highly motivated & talented faculty members.
I am part of ICICI group now, thanks IFBI......”

Aniket S Gawande- DBB
Junior Officer-ICCI Sales
IFBI Pune
“....IFBI gave me my first job in December 2010. It was with Kotak Mahindra Bank. It
gave me a new light at the end of the tunnel.

Arunabha-PGDBFS
Assistant Manager
Kotak Mahindra Bank
IFBI Kolkata

I thank IFBI for providing this opportunity to look at life and banking, the way it should
be. IFBI has been a positive step in my life. Thank you all....”

“...I am really grateful that I am an IFBI’an, because the way our super-bosses treat us
is really respectable. The complete credit is b’coz I am from IFBI.
Job in ICICI and that to in Internal audit and also in my home town is really great......”
Charan Reddy P-PGDBO
Officer – Internal Audit-ICICI Bank
IFBI Hyderabad

Amit Kumar-PGDBO
Deputy Manager-HDFC Bank
IFBI Delhi

“....After completion of graduation I have joined IFBI and god placed in ICICI Bank In
Pathankot branch and I am very thankful to IFBI / ICICI Bank for placement and career
Growth. After 1 year of joining ICICI bank at Mukerian Branch (Transferred from
Pathankot), taken charge of Branch operation manager.
Right now I am in HDFC BANK as Deputy Manager and on right path of my career
towards success.....”
“...IFBI provided me with a wonderful platform to start and can very well say that
whatever I am today, is just because of IFBI and the sales instinct in me. IFBI provided
me with the confidence and taught me the mantras of customer service.

Aman Jain-PGDBO
Assistant Manager –IDBI Bank
IFBI Delhi

IFBI just didn’t help me in shaping my future, IFBI in fact created my present and the
future.

“...IFBI IS THE BEST ENTRANCE DOOR FOR ENTERING IN BANKING
INUSTRY.....”
MAHESWAR PATTNAIK-PGDBO
Customer Service Manager-ICICI Bank
IFBI Bhubneshwar
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